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Ergonomic Office Chair That Is Designed For Your Comfort

We Customize Ergonomic Office Chairs, Mesh Office Chairs, Executive Leather Office Chairs, Office
Swivel Chairs

Aug. 26, 2009 - PRLog -- Ergonomic chairs are designed to suit a range of people; however, there is no
guarantee that they will suit any one person in particular. For example, an ergonomic chair could be too
high and the arm rests too far apart for a short, slim person. In addition, chairs may not suit every task or
arrangement at the workstation. An ergonomic chair becomes ergonomic only when it specifically suits a
worker's size, his or her particular workstation, and the tasks that must be performed there. It is possible to
find the right chair although it is not always easy.

An Ergonomic Chair should be highly adjustable, including not just a knob for lowering and raising the
chair but adjustability in the back tilt and the height of the arm rests. An Ergonomic Chair should also have
a sturdy frame (avoid plastic), a great deal of support, especially in the lumbar region, and padding that has
some give and supports your body without losing shape.

Find out more Ergonomic Chairs for your comfort ! » 
http://office-chairs.ready-online.com/office-chair-produc...

We Customize Ergonomic Office Chairs, Mesh Office Chairs, Executive Leather Office Chairs, Office
Swivel Chairs. - An elegant office Chair manufacturer - Elite Team International Co.,Ltd.

Elite Team makes professional office chairs and they also provide great and satisfying after service and fast
delivery. They manufacture adept ergonomic office chairs, other office chairs such as leather office chairs,
home office chairs, mesh office chairs, executive leather office chairs, office swivel chairs are also
well-known and well-qualified.

What to check when buying office chairs?

Selection of Office Chair

Seat height should be easily adjustable. A pneumatic adjustment lever is the easiest way to do this. A seat
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height that ranges from about 16 to 21 inches off the floor should work for most people. This allows the
user to have his or her feet flat on the floor, with thighs horizontal and arms even with the height of the
desk.

Seat width and depth. The seat should have enough width and depth to support any user comfortably.
Usually 17-20 inches wide is the standard. The depth (from front to back of the seat) needs to be enough so
that the user can sit with his or her back against the backrest of the ergonomic office chair while leaving
approximately 2 to 4 inches between the back of the knees and the seat of the chair. The forward or
backward tilt of the seat should be adjustable. (http://office-chairs.ready-online.com/)

Lumbar support. Lower back support in an ergonomic chair is very important. Office chair should have a
lumbar adjustment (both height and depth) so each user can get the proper fit to support the inward curve of
the lower back. A contoured backrest is shaped to match the natural curve of your spine; an adjustable
contoured backrest will provide the comfort and support your back needs. Office chairs that recline the
back will transfer some of the upper body weight to the backrest.

Seat material. The material on a leather chair seat and back should have enough padding to be comfortable
to sit on for extended periods of time. Having a cloth fabric that breathes is preferable to a harder surface.

Armrests. Leather office chairs armrests should be adjustable. They should allow the user's arms to rest
comfortably and shoulders to be relaxed. The elbows and lower arms should rest lightly, and the forearm
should not be on the armrest while typing.

Swivel. Any conventional style, ergonomic chair or executive leather office chairs should easily rotate so
the user can reach different areas of his or her desk without straining.

Wheel. Are the wheels made of heavy-duty and impact-resistant polyamide ? Are the wheels
low-maintenance that can be exchanged tool-free and without difficulty ?

Gas-filled spring device Does the chair have a low-maintenance safety gas-filled spring device,
head-triggered and type-tested according to DIN 4550 standard with a special Elastogran depth damping of
at least 13 mm ? (http://office-chairs.ready-online.com/)

Allow for proper blood circulation. Look for a seat with a rounded front edge, which helps blood
circulation in the legs. Look for a good proportion -- your feet should be firmly planted on the floor. An
improperly proportioned chair will stop just behind the knees and cut off circulation. Make sure there's at
least one extra inch of chair extending beyond your hips for comfort and thigh support.

Office chair roll around on carpet or a hard floor? The casters can be different for each. Also, the overall
seat height with casters should ensure that your feet are always flat on the floor.

Pressure Distribution. Good pressure distribution in a chair focuses peak pressure under the sitting bones
and in the lumbar area. A chair should be topographically neutral. The perfect work chair would conform
equally well to all body shapes and sizes without applying circulation-restricting pressure anywhere. A
comfortable chair will produce pressure distributions for users from a wide anthropometric range that show
peaks in the area of the ischial tuberosities and in the lumbar region, away from the spine.

An elegant office Chair manufacturer - Elite Team International Co.,Ltd.
Elite Team makes professional office chairs and they also provide great and satisfying after service and fast
delivery. They manufacture adept ergonomic office chairs, other office chairs such as leather office chairs,
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home office chairs, mesh office chairs, executive leather office chairs, office swivel chairs are also
well-known and well-qualified. Ergonomic Chair List
http://office-chairs.ready-online.com/office-chair-product-list.html
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